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RE-MAN COMPONENTS

Keep your machine running 
with



TATA HITACHI RE-MAN  
COMPONENTS
No matter the location, conditions or type of project, Tata Hitachi construction and mining excavators deliver 
efficiency, reliability and durability for customers day after day. But even these tough workhorses are subject to 
wear. While component wear is unavoidable with any machine, Tata Hitachi Re-man offers an affordable, premium 
solution to keep machines up and running.

COST-EFFECTIVE EFFICIENCY, RELIABILITY  
AND DURABILITY
At Tata Hitachi Re-man, we offer a selection of options that provide added value to customer operations at a price 
point of 40~60 percent the cost of the equipment new component. Pair that low cost with a service life that is the 
same as the original, and you get a Tata Hitachi solution that minimises owning and operating costs and maximises 
fleet productivity. And, these components are backed by a comprehensive Tata Hitachi Re-man warranty to ensure 
customer confidence on any  job.

To make sure that our Re-man components live up to customer expectations, we leave nothing to chance. Each 
component is completely disassembled to allow a thorough inspection of the individual parts.

Each part must meet OEM specifications or it is not reused. Wear parts like bearings, bushings, seals, and gaskets 
are never reused. Parts which are scrapped during the remanufacturing process are replaced with quality parts as 
were originally used in the component.

We also incorporate all product updates into the Re-man components to maximise performance and durability. 
After assembly, each component is thoroughly tested to OEM specifications. Once the component has passed 
testing, it is painted, packaged and stocked within the Tata Hitachi parts distribution system so it is ready and 
waiting when needed. 

COMPLETE 
DISASSEMBLY

THOROUGH
CLEANING

INSPECTION AND PART 
QUALIFICATION

MACHINING/SALVAGE 
OPERATIONS

100% GASKETS, 
SEALS AND WEAR 
PARTS REPLACED

TESTING TO OEM 
SPECIFICATIONS

PAINT/PACK/ 
SHIP

ASSEMBLED WITH OEM PARTS 
AND PROCESSES

OUR RE-MAN PROCESS



• Tata Hitachi Re-man Components are supplied against exchange of core only.
• Available components may vary by model and series. Contact the nearest Tata Hitachi branch/dealer for more information.

WHAT MAKES TATA HITACHI RE-MAN COMPONENTS 
THE BETTER CHOICE?
TATA HITACHI RE-MAN 
COMPONENT

RECONDITION/
REBUILD BASIC REPAIR NON-OEM PART

Complete disassembly
Usually only partial 
assembly

 Disassembly limited to 
area of failure

NA

100% OEM replacement parts
OEM or replacement 
parts

OEM or replica parts
Replica parts are 
typically used

Full functional testing to OEM 
standards

Basic testing to ensure 
functionality

Usually little or no 
testing

Unknown

1 year or 2,000 hrs from date of
invoice, whichever is earlier*

Usually carries some 
warranty but is often 
limited to parts only

May or may not include 
a warranty

Usually carries some 
warranty, but is often 
limited to parts only

Component exchange solution.  
Minimised downtime during 
repair

Usually involves repair 
of components which 
could cause extended 
downtime

Usually involves repair 
of components which 
could cause extended 
downtime

Usually involves repair 
of components which 
could cause extended 
downtime

Durability and performance very 
similar to new component

Depends on what is 
replaced and quality of 
replacement parts

Because all wear 
components are not 
replaced, component life 
expectancy is often less 
than new

Unknown

Takes place in a factory 
environment with strict 
processes and quality controls

Unknown Unknown Unknown

MACHINE CLASS
MAIN
PUMP

SWING
PUMP

SWING
MOTOR

TRAVEL
MOTOR

FAN
PUMP

FAN
MOTOR

ENGINE

Construction Zaxis Class  
(12-37 MT)

  NA   NA NA 

Mining Class (40-87 MT)
 NA     

Mining Class (above 100 MT)

      NA

OUR REMANUFACTURED 
PRODUCTS INCLUDE :

* 1. Installation to be done & certified by Tata Hitachi / Authorised dealer
 2. Maintenance done as per Tata Hitachi guidelines
 3. Use of genuine parts & approved lubricants



TATA HITACHI 
RE-MAN 

COMPONENTS



Re-man products are made in 
manufacturing environment Thorough cleaning

Complete disassembly

Assembly is done in a dust-free and air-conditioned environment

Testing of aggregates as per HCM standards Painting facility

STATE-OF-THE-ART TATA HITACHI RE-MAN FACILITY AT KHARAGPUR, WEST BENGAL
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